CORPORATE TUTOR DAYS
AGAPE YOUTH & FAMILY CENTER

Corporate Tutor Days can be flexible depending on
what your goals are for your team, but we typically
have groups participate in homework hour,
enrichment time, and then serve dinner to our
students so they can be a part of every aspect of our
after school programming in just one day.
Homework hour is from 3:15-4:15 and involves
working with students one-on-one to help them
complete and comprehend their assigned homework
for the day. After homework hour, students have
enrichment time in which they engage in a hands-on
activity that they might not get to experience in their
neighborhood or while at school. This can be
anything from karate, gymnastics, or team sports in

Corporate Tutor Days generally last
between 3:00 and 6:00 pm. You are
able to do so much with your group in

our gymnasium, to a science or art project in our

such a short amount of time, it is

STEAM room, or even having you all do a career-day

really wonderful. There's room for

style activity where you would get to tell the students

your group to enjoy all the aspects of

about what you do and how you have been able to

our after school program. Also, if

get to where you are.

anyone on your team has a special

From enrichment time, your group can move into our
kitchen to prepare the food you have brought for the
day to be served to one of our three schools at our
facility in the afternoon. I have attached our suggest

skill and is confident in leading an
enrichment activity that we do not
already have scheduled we can
definitely set that up as well.

dinner menu for this semester to give you a better
idea of what kind of food works well with our

Essentially, if you all would like to

students and how much (or really how little)

just plug in to what we already have

preparation is required to be successful during this

scheduled you can do that, or if you

part of our programming. Once dinner is served we
encourage volunteers to sit down and share the meal
with our students. After students eat, they have
some free time in the gym and then we take them
home for the evening.

want to take more ownership over the
day we can set that up as well.

